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Abstract:We discuss some consistency tests that must be passed for a successful explanation
of a diphoton excess at larger mass scales, generated by a scalar or pseudoscalar state, possibly
of a composite nature, decaying to two photons. Scalar states at mass scales above the elec-
troweak scale decaying significantly into photon final states generically lead to modifications
of Standard Model Higgs phenomenology. We characterise this effect using the formalism of
Effective Field Theory (EFT) and study the modification of the effective couplings to pho-
tons and gluons of the Higgs. The modification of Higgs phenomenology comes about in a
variety of ways. For scalar 0+ states, a component of the Higgs and the heavy boson can
mix. Lower energy phenomenology gives a limit on the mixing angle, which gets generated
at one loop in any theory explaining the diphoton excess. Even if the mixing angle is set to
zero, we demonstrate that a relation exists between lower energy Higgs data and a massive
scalar decaying to diphoton final states. If the new boson is a pseudoscalar, we note that if
it is composite, it is generic to have an excited scalar partner that can mix with a compo-
nent of the Higgs, which has a stronger coupling to photons. In the case of a pseudoscalar,
we also characterize how lower energy Higgs phenomenology is directly modified using EFT,
even without assuming a scalar partner of the pseudoscalar state. We find that naturalness
concerns can be accommodated, and that pseudoscalar models are more protected from lower
energy constraints.
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1 Introduction
The global data set reported by LEP, the Tevatron, LHC and a host of low-energy experiments
is consistent with the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. With the discovery of a 0+
scalar (h) consistent in its properties with the scalar 0+ component of the SM Higgs doublet
(H), any extension of the SM that aims to explain new phenomena is constrained by an even
larger bevy of lower energy tests. With the initial reporting of run II data at
√
s ∼= 13 TeV,
lower energy tests now include the properties of the "Higgs pole" measurements, fixed to
mh ∼= 125 GeV, measured at
√
s ∼= 7, 8 TeV in run I. In this paper, we discuss a set of
consistency conditions for scalars with mass scales ms  mh that generate a significant decay
to diphoton final states, arising from these lower energy measurements. We will assume that
the 125 GeV scalar is approximately the SM Higgs boson and study the perturbation of
its properties using the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) formalism. The
modification of the SM Higgs properties comes about in a variety of ways. For example,
a component of the SM Higgs can mix with a new 0+ scalar or higher-mass resonances.
The constraints we derive on the mixing from the experimentally established Higgs couplings
must be respected by any models with new scalars that can mix significantly with the Higgs.
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Other constraints, not directly tied to mixing, are also present when studying low-energy
phenomenology. We characterize these matching effects using the SMEFT.
Our motivation is the report of a slight excess of diphoton events in the ATLAS and CMS
data [1, 2] at ∼ 750 GeV. This excess might be, and arguably most likely is, a statistical
fluctuation [1–3].1 However, the possibility that this excess is generated by new physics has
received a lot of attention. Many authors have considered models in which the hypothesized
scalar is composite, due to the need for it to couple to gluons or photons despite it being
neutral. It is interesting to consider what effects such a state could have on the observed
properties of the Higgs boson. Mixing of h with any new states that decay to diphotons will
introduce a shift in the expected branching ratio for h→ γγ. With the measurements of run
I, it is known that any such perturbation cannot greatly alter the observed branching ratio,
which is B(h→ γγ) ∼= 2× 10−3. Numerous higher dimensional operators at lower scales have
also been probed at LHC in run I, and in Electroweak Precision Data (EWPD) studies. We
study the consequences of a diphoton excess at ∼ 750 GeV in a wide class of models arising
from consistency with these lower energy tests.
The purpose of this paper is to further develop these consistency tests and to apply them
to generic models that could explain the putative excess. Although some of the constraints
we will derive can be satisfied by choosing parameters such that the scalar-h mixing angle is
sufficiently small in some models, it is interesting to ask whether such values are natural or
if they require fine tuning. This issue is sharpened by the fact that the mixing of interest
is necessarily generated by the same operators that are assumed to exist for the purpose of
explaining the diphoton events. Other (weaker) constraints we derive are not related to the
scalar-h mixing angle at all, but still must be respected.
On the other hand, pseudoscalar states are forbidden by parity from mixing with h.
However, we will argue that pseudoscalar states in the spectrum of a strongly confining sector
are likely to be accompanied by scalar states, with an even stronger (effective) coupling to
photons, on fairly general grounds, leading to indirect constraints on sectors with composite
pseudoscalars as the lightest states. Further, we characterize how pseudoscalar states still lead
to modified properties of the SM Higgs in lower energy experiments using the formalism of
the SMEFT. The conditions we develop provide a challenge to the construction of consistent
strongly interacting models for the diphoton excess.
1.1 Properties of the diphoton excess at ∼ 750GeV
The properties of the ∼ 750 GeV diphoton excess have been reported in detail by the ex-
perimental collaborations [1, 2]. In brief summary, the excess at ∼ 750 GeV in dipho-
ton final states is characterised as resonant production with an approximate cross section
σ(pp → S → γ γ) ≈ 8[fb]. The excess in ATLAS data has a local statistical significance of
3.6σ and global significance of 2.0σ, while that of CMS is at 2.6σ, with a global significance
1We note that the arguments we advance are quite general for higher scale composite resonances that have
a significant branching fraction to diphoton final states, even if the current excess is a statistical fluctuation.
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of only 1.2σ. The two experiments have differing preferences for the width of the resonance,
with CMS preferring a narrow state relative to the experimental resolution of about 6 GeV,
while the ATLAS data prefer a larger width of around 45 GeV. For this reason we will for-
mulate our consistency conditions in a manner that allows the width to be easily adjusted, to
a future experimental value, that is more consistent between the experimental results.
2 Scalar models
The Landau-Yang theorem [4, 5] states that a resonance decaying to diphotons can only have
spin 0 or spin 2. Here we do not consider spin 2 models, or the simultaneous production
of other, undetected, states to consider other possibilities. Spin zero particles can be either
scalar or pseudoscalar, and either fundamental or composite. We first focus on the scalar case.
In a fairly general class of models, the scalar field S couples to gluons, photons and
possibly quarks in order to explain the production and decay of S into photons that give the
diphoton excess. For a scalar of mass ms and width Γs, one can express the extra (due to S)
contribution to the cross section times branching ratio to photons as
∆σ(pp→ S → γ γ) = Γ(S → γ γ)
ms Γs s
[
Cgg Γ(S → gg) + Cγ γ Γ(S → γ γ) +
∑
q
Cq Γ(S → q q¯)
]
.
= 2.3 pb× Γ(S → γ γ)
ms
∑
i
Ci Br(S → i i) (2.1)
For
√
s = 13 TeV the dimensionless coefficients are approximately
Ci = {Cγγ , Cb, Cc, Cs, Cu, Cd, Cgg} ' {0.53, 15.3, 35.7, 83, 1054, 627, 2137}. (2.2)
For example if Γ(s → γ γ) ∼ Γ(s → gg) ∼ 0.01ms, we find σ ∼ [fb] × Ci. The Cγγ term was
recently derived in [6] using the equivalent photon approximation, assuming that the inverse
of the impact parameter scaled to the proton radius is r? ∼ 0.13.2 The latter coefficients were
generated in Ref. [8] at a renormalization scale µ = ms using MSTW2008 parton distribution
functions (PDFs) [9]. The parton luminosities are such that gluonic or photonic production
of the state can dominate. Utilizing the quark production mechanism has been examined in
Ref. [10], and found to be challenging.
We focus on the cases of production and decay through gg → S and S → γ γ. We consider
the case where the scalar field S couples via the operators3
Lint = cG g
2
3
Λg
S Gµ ν Gµ ν +
cB g
2
1
Λγ
S Bµ ν Bµ ν +
cW g
2
2
Λγ,2
SWµ νWµ ν . (2.3)
2This result is similar to the elastic scattering result reported in Ref. [7], which also reports inelastic
scattering results, which are dominant. See the Appendix for further discussion on this point.
3Of course in a general scalar singlet case, all dimension five operators of the form S × LSM are present.
And considering dimension six operators many other operators, for example, S2BµµBµ ν are also present. Our
purpose is to link a high energy diphoton excess in a minimal scenario with lower energy phenomenology, so
these further Lagrangian terms with unknown Wilson coefficients are neglected.
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Note that some notation is reused here from the SMEFT operator basis. Decays through the
latter operator lead to enhanced couplings to W+W−, ZZ and Z γ final states, while the first
two yield smaller levels of such decays. Decays to Zγ are disfavoured by correlated searches
at the mass scale ∼ 750 GeV. Ref [11] reports a 95% C.L. bound on σ(pp→ S → Z(`+ `−) γ)
of . 0.3 fb, whereas the expected deviation associated with the γγ excess, assuming the
decay is generated by the coupling to SU(2)L (and the Z and decaying to `+ `−), is ∼ 2 fb.4
It is possible to tune away this tension by having both the operators OB and OW present
with correlated Wilson coefficients [12] (implicitly defined in Eqn.2.3); however we will not
further consider generating cW since Zγ bounds are not the essential point of this study. The
decay widths are related to the remaining dimension-five operators, introduced with the given
normalization, as
Γ(S → γ γ) = 4pi α
2
ewm
3
s
Λ2γ
c2B, Γ(S → gg) =
32pi α2sm
3
s
Λ2g
c2G. (2.4)
Using (2.4), we can rewrite the cross section for the diphoton excess (2.1) as
∆σ(pp→ γ γ)
8[fb]
(
Γs
45 GeV
)
∼= 6546
(
m2s c
2
B
Λ2γ
) [(
m2s c
2
G
Λ2g
)
+ 2.4× 10−7
(
m2s c
2
B
Λ2γ
)]
. (2.5)
The gauge couplings αs, αew are evaluated at the scale ms ∼= 750 GeV. We note that, in the
presence of the operators generated by integrating out the scalar S at its mass, the running
of αs, αew is modified [13]. The corresponding Wilson coefficients in the SMEFT can receive
contributions from other unknown UV physics. Such nonresonant contributions are neglected.
We also note that the running effect on the production and decay of the scalar particle is higher
order in the power counting, and neglected. We run αs, αew up from the scale mZ using SM
relations, so that αs(750 GeV) ∼= 0.09, and αew(750 GeV) ∼= 1/126.5.
In a valid EFT expansion, one expects that ms < Λγ,g. If we normalized the Wil-
son coefficients proportional to a loop factor ∼ (16pi)−2 in the case of some weakly coupled
renormalizable UV models, large Wilson coefficients are required. Extreme solutions where
cB/Λγ  cG/Λg or cB/Λγ  cG/Λg are possible. One naturally expects Λg ∼ Λγ and cB and
cG to differ only by group theory factors, in scenarios where a common mediator generates
the two decays.
2.1 Integrating out S
Minimal scalar field models have the potential Lagrangian terms
LV = −λSM
(
H†H − 1
2
v2
)2
− m
2
s
2
S2 +
κ
4!
S4 + λΛc S H
†H + λ2 Λc S3 + λ3 S2 (H†H) + · · ·
No unbroken discrete symmetry exists that forbids the λ, λ2 terms, since S decays. Here Λc
is the cutoff scale of the toy model effective Lagrangian, and we assume that some unknown
4Here we have used σ(pp → s)[8TeV]/σ(pp → s)[13TeV] ∼= 0.21, assuming gg production is dominant.
Note that the excess is in 13 TeV data while the bound in Ref. [11] is for 8 TeV data.
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states with a mass scale ∼ Λc generate the coupling of S to photons and gluons. Due to
the presence of effective dimension five terms in the Lagrangian, higher order terms are also
generated in the potential suppressed by 1/Λc. Since ms  v, it is interesting to consider the
case that S decays through manifestly SU(3)×SU(2)L×U(1)Y invariant operators. Integrating
out S one obtains the effective lagrangian suitable for describing Higgs-gauge boson couplings,
L = LSM + CHG(ms) g
2
3
Λ2
H†H Gµ ν Gµ ν +
CHB(ms) g
2
1
Λ2
H†H Bµ ν Bµ ν , (2.6)
where
CHG(ms)
Λ2
=
cG λ
m2s
Λc
Λg
,
CHB(ms)
Λ2
=
cB λ
m2s
Λc
Λγ
. (2.7)
At lower scales µ, the Wilson coefficients are then, in a leading log approximation, (only
retaining the Yukawa couplings Yt, Yb) [13–16]
CHG(µ) =
(
1− log
[
ms
µ
]
12λ+ 2Nc ((
√
2Mt)
2 + (
√
2Mb)
2)/v2 − 6 g21y2h − 9 g22/2
16pi2
)
CHG(ms),
CHB(µ) =
(
1− log
[
ms
µ
]
12λ+ 2Nc ((
√
2Mt)
2 + (
√
2Mb)
2)/v2 + 2y2hg
2
1 − 9 g22/2
16pi2
)
CHB(ms),
CuH(µ) = −
√
2Mt
v
2 g43
pi2
log
[
ms
µ
]
CHG(ms)−
√
2Mt
v
3(y2h + 2yqyu)
4pi2
g41 log
[
ms
µ
]
CHB(ms),
CdH(µ) = −
√
2Mb
v
2 g43
pi2
log
[
ms
µ
]
CHG(ms)−
√
2Mb
v
3(y2h + 2yqyd)
4pi2
g41 log
[
ms
µ
]
CHB(ms),
CuG(µ) =
√
2Mt
4pi2 v
g33 log
[
ms
µ
]
CHG(ms),
CuB(µ) =
√
2Mt
16pi2 v
(2g31 (yq + yu)) log
[
ms
µ
]
CHB(ms),
CdG(µ) =
√
2Mb
4pi2 v
g33 log
[
ms
µ
]
CHG(ms),
CdB(µ) =
√
2Mb
16pi2 v
(2g31 (yq + yd)) log
[
ms
µ
]
CHB(ms),
CHWB(µ) = −4g
3
1g2yh
16pi2
log
[
ms
µ
]
CHB(ms), (2.8)
with yh = 1/2, yq = 1/6, yu = 2/3, yd = −1/3 being the hypercharges of the indicated
particles. Here the OuH , OdH , OeH , OuG, OdG, OuB, OdB, OHWB, OH operators are defined as
in Ref.[17]. The Higgs potential is also changed in a nontrivial fashion
δλSM (µ) = −3m
2
h
4pi2
g41 y
2
h log
[
ms
µ
]
CHB(ms), (2.9)
CH(µ) = − 3
pi2
λ
(
g41 y
2
h
)
log
[
ms
µ
]
CHB(ms) +
(
3
pi2
g61 y
4
h +
3
4pi2
g41 g
2
2 y
2
h
)
log
[
ms
µ
]
CHB(ms).
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Here δλSM is the modification of the running of the Higgs self-coupling relative to how it runs
in the SM, below the scale ms. It is interesting to note that these one-loop effects would have
a nontrivial implication for the running and shape of the potential, if the diphoton excess
was substantiated. We will resist drawing conclusions about the fate of the universe due to
this observation. The modified potential will redefine the effective Higgs vacuum expectation
value, but in an unobservable fashion in current experiments. For the particular case of Higgs
physics, to get a sense of the impact on lower energy phenomenology, we note
CHG(mh) ∼= 0.94CHG(ms), (2.10)
CHB(mh) ∼= 0.94CHB(ms), (2.11)
CuH(mh) ∼= −0.46CHG(ms)− 0.0011CHB(ms), (2.12)
CdH(mh) ∼= −0.011CHG(ms)− 7.85× 10−6CHB(ms), (2.13)
CuG(mh) ∼= 0.054CHG(ms), (2.14)
CdG(mh) ∼= 0.0013CHG(ms), (2.15)
CuB(mh) ∼= 8.8× 10−4CHB(ms), (2.16)
CdB(mh) ∼= −4.4× 10−6CHB(ms), (2.17)
CHWB(mh) ∼= −6.9× 10−4CHB(ms). (2.18)
Flavour indices have been suppressed, due to the scenario considered. There is a (up-down
quark) flavour non-universal effect. Note the large effect on the top Yukawa coupling at the
low scale. The (assumed) SM Higgs field at 125 GeV coupling to the top gets modified as
κt − 1 = v
2
√
2 Λ2
(0.46CHG(ms) + 0.0011CHB(ms)) . (2.19)
Similarly one finds a modification for the coupling of the hZ Z interaction of the form
(0.94s2θ)
√
2 v hZµ ν Zµ ν CHB(ms) (2.20)
with s2θ referring to the Weinberg angle. The correction to the angle due to CHWB for this
term is higher order. This correction leads to an effective modification of κZ . Taking into
account the typical offshellness in the decays h→ Z Z? into fermion final states [18], one finds
κZ − 1 ∼= 0.2 m
2
w
Λ2
CHB(ms). (2.21)
The effects on κZ , κt are in general subdominant in the minimal scenario considered and can
be neglected. In general, a scalar singlet of the form considered above is well isolated from
inducing large low-energy effects.
As states of mass scale Λc generate the cB operator at the scale Λγ , it is necessary that
they are charged under U(1)Y . One expects a large number of operators to be generated at the
scale Λc, with contributions to operators that include SM states that are charged under U(1)Y ,
at least at the two-loop level. In this case, the detailed impact on low-energy phenomenology
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can differ from the minimal case sketched here. When the Wilson coefficient of S H†H is
suppressed, two-loop effects can be comparable, or dominant, over the effects that we study
in detail. One also expects one-loop contributions to the operators OHG, OHB on general
grounds. Our analysis assumes that such direct matching contributions are small enough to
be neglected. The couplings of the states that generate CG,B to the SM Higgs are unknown
and can be small.
2.2 Generating the S H†H operator
On general grounds one expects the coupling of the scalar state to be sizable with H†H, and
for the scalar to have a sizable self-coupling term S3. These operators are relevant. Of course,
pure naturalness expectations for scalar sectors are under pressure due to the measured Higgs
mass. Assuming λΛc ∼ [TeV] the induced Higgs mass value is not strongly perturbed as
∆m2h ∼ [TeV]2/8pi2, so considering separations of scales where λΛc > ms by an order one
factor does not introduce significant extra tuning to the Higgs sector.
As we will characterize in more detail below, the scenario where λλc is a value proximate
to the cutoff scale, is problematic.5 At scales below ms, the presence of the S H†H operator
leads to the higher dimensional operators OHB, OHG in the SMEFT. If it is assumed that
λλc is somehow suppressed, or fixed to zero, quantum corrections regenerate this mixing due
to the interactions assumed above, to explain the excess in Eqn.2.3. The mixing between S
and h due to cB is generated by the one-loop diagram shown in Fig.1 a. This gives a Naive
Dimensional Analysis (NDA) [20] estimate of the coefficient of S H†H of the form
λΛc &
g41m
2
s
32pi2
cB(ms)
Λγ
, (2.22)
when the bare and loop induced terms of the Wilson coefficient of the operator SH†H are
not canceled against one another, at the scale µ = ms. The generation of S H†H due to cG
S
H
H†
(a)
S
H
H†
(b)
Figure 1. Diagrams generating the mixing of S and H at one loop due to the couplings required for
gg → S and S → γ γ, illustrated with the insertion of a box.
is a two-loop effect. A typical diagram is given in Fig.1 b. The divergence in the diagram
leading to the mixing is approximately
∼ Tr [TATA] y2t g23
m2s cG
(16pi2)2Λg
, (2.23)
5This observation was also pointed out while this draft was being finalized in Ref [19].
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in dimensional regularization in d = 4− 2 dimensions. The colour factors enhance the mag-
nitude of the diagram, as expected6. The  poles cancel in the matching onto the lower energy
theory. However, we utilize the corresponding finite terms generated from the logarithmic
dependence linked to the divergence in this diagram as an NDA-inspired estimate of the size
of the Wilson coefficient of the SH†H operator. We give the exact result for the pole of the
sum of the diagrams of this form in the Appendix.
2.3 Direct matching contributions to the OHB, OHG operators
There are also other direct one-loop contributions to the Wilson coefficients of the SMEFT
operators shown in Fig.2 a,b. Fig.2 a depends on an unknown scalar coupling in the potential
– λ3, but does not require the operator SH†H to generate an effective low scale CHB,CHG.
Consider calculating Fig.2 a in dimensional regularization. The matching coefficient onto
the SMEFT then receives a contribution from the finite parts of the on shell diagrams in
the full and effective theories (in this case the SMEFT), while dropping the 1/ poles.7 We
have calculated the diagrams in Fig.2 (see the Appendix); a simple 1-loop estimate of the
NDA minimum for the SMEFT operator’s Wilson coefficients is adequate for our bounds. We
require that
|CHB
Λ2
| &
(
λ3 + y
2
h g
2
1
)
g21 c
2
B
4pi2 Λ2γ
, (2.24)
|CHG
Λ2
| & λ3 g
2
3 c
2
G
4pi2 Λ2g
. (2.25)
The contributions to CHB depend on different combinations of unknown parameters in
the UV theory. They are expected to not be simultaneously tuned to be small in "natural"
scenarios. The CHG contribution only proceeds through the scalar quartic interaction. Inter-
estingly, Fig. 2a,b do not vanish in the case of pseudoscalar effective operators; we will return
to this point in Section 3.
2.4 Constraints from Electroweak Precision Data
In [22], a global fit in the SMEFT has been performed incorporating data from PEP, PETRA,
TRISTAN, SpS, Tevatron, SLAC, LEPI and LEPII. Bounds on a number of Wilson coefficients
have been obtained and theoretical errors in the SM as well as in the SMEFT have been studied
and included, which leads to a relaxation of these bounds. Among these Wilson coefficients
one (CHWB - also known as the S parameter) is of particular interest as it is generated by CHB
by its running from the higher energy scale ∼ ms [23–25]. All other Wilson coefficients not
generated by the running of CHB and CHG are set to zero in the fit, allowing us using the same
data as in [22], to put constraints on CHWB at a low-energy scale mZ . This can be translated
6Note that this is only a single pole divergence, despite being a two-loop graph. This is because the subgraph
coupling H†H to two gluons is finite in the SM
7 In the full and effective theory, the UV poles cancel, and the IR poles are the same between the two
theories by definition. See Ref.[21] for more discussion.
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H†
H
B,G
B,G
S
S
(a)
H†
H
B
B
S
(b)
Figure 2. Direct matching diagrams to OHB ,OHG at one loop due to the couplings required for
gg → S and S → γ γ, illustrated with the insertion of a box. Note that these diagrams are also
generated by two insertions of the operators with B˜µ νBµ ν and G˜µ νGµ ν . These operators are present
in the pseudoscalar case. We discuss this case in Section 3. Note that a box diagram contribution of
this form is not shown as it vanishes due to Lorentz index interchange symmetry.
into bounds on CHB at ms using the RGE for CHWB for which we take CHWB(ms) ' 0.
The other Wilson coefficients are not exactly zero in any realistic model, but are assumed
subdominant. We introduce a theoretical error for the SMEFT to take this into account
consistently.
We give the best fit value C˜minHWB(mZ)± σ with C˜HWB = 100CHWB as well as resulting
bounds on CHB(ms) for a SMEFT error = {0%, 0.5%, 1%} in Tab. 1. Using the RGE of
CHWB, CHB(ms) = CminHB (ms) ± σ
′ with CminHB (ms) = −CminHWB(mZ)/K, σ
′
= σ/K and K
given by
K =
4g31g2yh
16pi2
log
[
ms
mZ
]
. (2.26)
SMEFT error 0% 0.5% 1%
C˜HWB(mZ)v
2/Λ2 −0.0097± 0.018 0.024± 0.028 0.018± 0.030
CHB(ms)v
2/Λ2 0.12± 0.23 −0.29± 0.35 −0.23± 0.37
Table 1. Bounds on C˜HWB(mZ)v2/Λ2 and the resulting bounds on CHB(ms)v2/Λ2 for a SMEFT
error = {0%, 0.5%, 1%}.
Neglecting the running of CHB between the energy scales ms and mh, we can use the EWPD
to extract bounds on κγ . We quote the bounds obtained on κγ in Tab. 2 which are very weak.
SMEFT error 0% 0.5% 1%
κγ − 1 +12± 23 −29± 34 −22± 37
Table 2. Bounds on κγ from EWPD for a SMEFT error = { 0 %, 0.5 %, 1 %} in this minimal
scenario.
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2.5 Constraints from run I Higgs data
The operators OHB and OHG map to the κg and κγ parameters as
κg = 1− 16pi
2v2CHG(mh)
Λ2 Ig
, κγ = 1− 16pi
2v2CHB(mh)
Λ2 Iγ
. (2.27)
Here we are using notation consistent with Ref.[26]. As the κ couplings are defined with
respect to rescaling the best SM predictions, we retain the NLO QCD correction in the heavy
top limit in the expressions Ig, Iγ quoted in Ref.[26]. We neglect a correction due to known
NLO EW terms that are included in the scaled out SM value experimentally. This introduces
an error on the order of αew/4pi v2/Λ2. We use Ig ' 0.38, Iγ ' −1.6, retaining only the top
quark contribution to the loop functions for the fermions.
In the minimal predictive scenario considered so far, the modified top coupling κt is related
to κγ and κg as
κt − 1 = − v
2
√
2
(
0.46
(κg − 1)Ig
16pi2
+ 0.0011
(κγ − 1) Iγ
16pi2
)
. (2.28)
so that it is justified to neglect κt as sub-leading and consider the constraints from global
Higgs data analyses in just the (κg, κγ) space. So far our discussion has been general.
2.5.1 Mixing Domination
The tension with the measurements of κg, κγ reported for the 125 GeV scalar, when mixing is
assumed to dominate the contribution to the low-energy phenomenology through the operator
S H†H, can be characterized by the parameter O defined as
O = ∆σ(pp→ S → γ γ)
8[fb]
(
Γs
45 GeV
)(
λΛc
N × 750 GeV
)4
, (2.29)
which is expected to be order one. Here N is a factor for the separation of the cutoff scale
and ms. By definition Λc & ms, and we take N = 3 below. The measured excess leads to the
constraint on κg, κγ
O ' 0.0005 (κγ − 1)2
[
(κg − 1)2 + 4.2× 10−6 (κγ − 1)2
]
. (2.30)
The deviations |κg−1|, |κγ−1| are constrained to be . 0.25 at 95% C.L [27]. We illustrate this
relation in Fig.3. This conflict can be relaxed in a linear fashion if the excess decreases from
its reference value of 8[fb] or the width decreases from its reference value of 45 GeV. However,
the inconsistency for order one mixing angles is at the level of four orders of magnitude.
The coupling of S to H†H that scales as a fourth power must be suppressed from "natural"
values to restore consistency with run I data. By the same token, the suppression does not
have to be dramatic. An order of magnitude to the fourth power in suppression makes the
scenario consistent, considering the experimental uncertainties on the small excess at 750 GeV.
Two orders of magnitude suppression in the coupling of coupling of S to H†H restores good
agreement with low-energy Higgs data, and such a suppression is not strongly challenged by
naturalness concerns.
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Figure 3. An illustration of the tension between Higgs data and the diphoton excess in minimal
scalar models. The curves in the left hand plot are values of λΛc/N ×750 GeV = {0.1, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01}
coming in from the outermost curve in Eqn.2.30. The right hand plot shows λΛc/N × 750 GeV =
{0.1, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01} in the case that the width is reproduced by just the gluonic and photon production
and decay, given by Eqn.2.31. In both figures, the curves are overlaid on the 68% and 95% CL curves
from the run I Atlas-CMS Higgs combination, fitting only to κg, κγ [27].
2.5.2 Reproducing the Width
If we further fix the condition that Γs = Γ(s → γ γ) + Γ(s → gg), we derive the constraint
equation to reproduce the excess
∆σ (pp→ S → γγ)
8[fb]
(
λΛc
Nms
)2
= 0.06N2 (κγ − 1)2 (κg − 1)
2 + 4.2× 10−6 (κγ − 1)2
(κg − 1)2 + 0.017 (κγ − 1)2
(2.31)
The effects of this condition are shown in Fig.3. Note that reducing the width in this case
quickly allows consistency with lower energy data, by making the coupling required to repro-
duce the excess smaller.
2.5.3 Matching Domination
As we have stressed, the Wilson coefficients CHB and CHG also receive contributions indepen-
dent of the mixing angle. As these matching coefficients are generated by loops involving two
insertions of the new scalar’s coupling to SM field strengths, they lead to a relation between
the measured excess and Higgs data which scales as just a square rather than a fourth power.
In the limit where these matching contributions are the only contribution to the shifts in
the Higgs couplings and λ3  y
2
h g
2
1
2 , we can express the signal rate as
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∆σ(pp→ S → γ γ)
8[fb]
(
Γs
45 GeV
)
=
1.7× 105
λ23
(κγ − 1)
(
(κg − 1) + 1.5× 10−4 (κγ − 1)
)
.
(2.32)
These matching contributions to the Higgs observables are not significantly constrained
by the run I Higgs data.
3 Consistency of pseudoscalar models with lower energy data
A JP = 0− pseudoscalar boson interpretation of the S particle related to the diphoton excess
would not lead to direct mix with the JP = 0+ Higgs boson. This further protects this model
from related low-energy phenomenology constraints. At the one-loop level such interactions
still generate H†HBµ ν Bµ ν through the diagrams shown in Fig.2. We have calculated these
contributions and found them to be identical to the scalar case; therefore, the discussion
in Section 2.5.3 applies in full to pseudoscalar models. This leaves models which employ a
fundamental pseudoscalar to explain the diphoton excess largely unconstrained.
However, the constraints on mixing discussed above still apply to a heavy sector with such
a state, which generally arise when the pseudoscalar being considered is a bound state of new
strong dynamics. To elaborate on this point concretely, we utilize the models discussed in Ref.
[12]. Consider a minimal "hidden pion" model of a pseudoscalar given in Ref. [12], which also
introduces heavy vector-like hidden quarks at the scale Λc, and a new SU(N) gauge group.
This leads to the effective interactions of the "hidden pion" φ
Lφ = cφG˜
φ
f
Gµ ν G˜µ ν + c
φ
B˜
φ
f
Bµ ν B˜µ ν (3.1)
with G˜µ ν = 12µ ν σ ρG
σ ρ, and for this model
cφ
G˜
= − N g
2
3
32
√
6pi2
, cφ
B˜
= −9 (a
2 − b2)N g21
80
√
6pi2
, (3.2)
where a, b are the hypercharges of the constituent particles. In this case the decay to diphotons
is considered as analogous to that of the neutral pion, where the decay is calculable and due
to the chiral anomaly. Accompanying new scalar mesons of the new confining interactions are
generically expected. These scalars will be bounded by the mixing constraints determined in
the previous sections. The QCD example is the very wide σ meson, which decays dominantly
as σ → pi pi, but does have a known decay into γ γ. We can develop a very rough understanding
of the relationship between the couplings of a composite pseudoscalar to photons and those
of a corresponding scalar on the basis of the constituent dynamics; one expects that the
corresponding couplings are related by
cS
B˜
cφ
B˜
∼ a
2 + b2
a2 − b2
Ψs(0)
Ψφ(0)
(3.3)
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Figure 4. Anomaly diagrams for φ and s.
here Ψs(0) and Ψφ(0) are the wavefunctions at the origin of the bound states. This is expected
if the constituents mediating the coupling to two photons are identical, leading to the same
loop function for two mesons. This corresponds to considering a scalar with identical flavor
quantum numbers as the pseudoscalar. In the pseudoscalar case there is an insertion of γ5 in
the diagram leading to the difference between squared hypercharges, while in the scalar case
a unit matrix sums the squared charges, see Fig.4.
There is no reason to expect Ψs(0)  Ψφ(0) in general. The same reasoning applies to
decays to gg. Mixing bounds then apply to the new scalar. Although ms can exceed mφ, the
typical separation expected is ms/mφ . 4pi.
4 Conclusions
We have examined the consistency of run I Higgs data and a putative diphoton excess at
750 GeV, considering scalar and pseudoscalar states that have an impact on lower energy
phenomenology using the SMEFT formalism. We find that large mixings of a 750 GeV state
(i.e. Wilson coefficients of the relevant operator SH†H proximate to the cutoff scale) are
challenged by these concerns, and have examined the corresponding naturalness bounds on
the radiatively generated Wilson coefficient, due to the interactions required to produce the
excess in diphotons. In general, we find that once a loop suppression of this Wilson coefficient
is introduced, scalar models can be viable, and pseudoscalar models are more protected from
dangerous low-energy effects. One-loop matchings due to the pseudoscalar interactions do
generate the operator OHB = H†H Bµ ν Bµ ν . The diphoton excess is not strongly challenged
by consistency with lower energy data we have considered, in the simple scenarios we have
examined.
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A One-loop Results
Fig.2a gives the one-loop contribution to the Wilson coefficient CHB matching condition
∆aCHB(ms) g
2
1
Λ2
=
λ3
4pi2
[
5
2
− pi√
3
]
g41 c
2
B
Λ2γ
, (A.1)
while Fig.2b gives the contribution
∆aCHB(ms) g
2
1
Λ2
=
1
4pi2
[
−5
2
+
pi2
12
]
g61 y
2
h c
2
B
Λ2γ
, (A.2)
when calculating the unbroken phase of SU(2)L × U(1)Y to simplify the matching. Note we
take the real part of the amplitude in the matching as the Wilson coefficient of the Hermitian
operators are real. Fig.2b vanishes for CHG while Fig.1a is the obvious modification of the
quoted result for this operator.
B The total photoproduction cross section
Recent estimates of the combined inelastic-inelastic, elastic-inelastic and elastic-elastic pho-
toproduction [7, 61, 62] give a corrected Cγγ = 78.3, which is significantly higher than the
estimate reported in [6] (and initially used in this paper) for only the elastic production mech-
anism. Here we give the formulae arising from this total photoproduction. Utilizing this new
coefficient, Equation 2.5 now reads
∆σ(pp→ S → γ γ)
8[fb]
(
Γs
45 GeV
)
∼= 6546
(
m2s c
2
B
Λ2γ
) [(
m2s c
2
G
Λ2g
)
+ 3.5× 10−5
(
m2s c
2
B
Λ2γ
)]
,
(A.3)
and Eqn. 2.30-2.31 are O ' 0.0005 (κγ − 1)2
[
(κg − 1)2 + 6.2× 10−4 (κγ − 1)2
]
∆σ (pp→ S → γγ)
8[fb]
(
λΛc
Nms
)2
= 0.06N2 (κγ − 1)2 (κg − 1)
2 + 6.2× 10−4 (κγ − 1)2
(κg − 1)2 + 0.017 (κγ − 1)2
,
∆σ(pp→ S → γ γ)
8[fb]
(
Γs
45 GeV
)
=
1.7× 105
λ23
(κγ − 1)
(
(κg − 1) + 2.2× 10−2 (κγ − 1)
)
.
(A.4)
The resulting modified bounds are illustrated in Fig.6.
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